
Economical hose production demands throughput capacity with consistently excellent hose quality. 
Costs can be reduced and quality improved by automatic hose centering heads synchronized with an 
X-ray measuring system that continuously measures the wall thickness, the eccentricity and the 
outer diameter of the rubber hoses.

Highly efficient rubber hose production 

Automatic hose centering heads

Straight/Cross
centering heads

Optimum quality 
with high production 

batches

Tight tolerances for
material-saving

operation

Manufacturing perfect rubber hoses – Automatic hose centering heads

An X-ray measuring system constantly 

measures the wal l  th ickness, the 

eccentricity, and the outer diameter of 

the rubber hoses, and then adjusts the 

hydraulic centering heads with a preci-

sion of a hundredth of a millimeter by 

means of digital controllers. The heads 

are designed as straight and transverse 

centering heads for different rubber 

hoses for use in automotive, medical 

and technical applications.

The centering heads are ideal for manu-

facturers wishing to reliably and econom-

ically produce hoses of a uniform wall 

thickness with maximum quality over a 

long period of time. The flow channels in 

the extrusion heads are extremely 

precise and optimally matched to the 

product being manufactured. Short 

heating times, fast set-up times and 

minimum cleaning requirements provide 

for maximum  productivity.

Significant advantages are provided by 
the heads in quality control and in system 
operation. Thanks to the continuous 
automatic production monitoring, the 
manufacturer can not only considerably 
reduce the time required to adjust the 
system and thus boost system utilization, 
but also cut personnel costs. The reduced 
wall thickness tolerance makes for appre-
ciable savings in material. This means 
considerable savings on material costs 
year after year with consistent quality. The 
investment in the system pays off in 
almost no time.

Automatic hose centering heads are the result of systematic development orientated toward customer requirements. 
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Technical description  Straight centering head

●Maximum permissible injection pressure : 350bar 

●Product diameter, outer : 3 mm - 100 mm

●Extruder connection : 60 mm - 120 mm

Technical description  Cross centering head

●Maximum permissible injection pressure : 500bar 

●Product diameter, outer : 5 mm - 110 mm

●Extruder connection : 60 mm - 120 mm

Test for yourself under real production conditions

Heads without X-ray measuring system are also optionally available as a manual 
alternative.

The application engineers at our Tech-Center will help you to continually 

optimize your products and processes. They will formulate individual solu-

tion concepts with you. They specialize in finding the most efficient alterna-

tive to produce your application. Obtain economic advantages by arranging 

for our extrusion 

This might also be of interest to you

You are looking for the right hose extrusion system for high-pressure, auto-

motive and industrial hoses?

We can supply the right system for every production task. You can also 

choose special molds and other accessories for your extruder from our 

extensive range.

Rubber extruder with straight self
centering hose head system

Cross centering head

Your advantages: 

●Online regulation and documentation of eccentricity

●Eccentricity briefly < 0.05 mm, continuously < 0.02 mm

●Lower raw materials consumption

●Reduced hose wall thickness possible
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